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Abstract—Edge computing has been proposed to enable more
user-centric cloud-based services. Nowadays, edge computing is
operational in industrial and consumer-oriented scenarios. An
important limitation of today’s solutions, however, is that the used
hardware and software platforms are proprietary and closed,
and cannot easily be leveraged to perform other services beyond
the specific business case. For instance, the interaction among
different edge platforms or service extension by third parties
is in general not supported. As a consequence, the opportunity
for local stakeholders to provide innovative tailored edge service
with these platforms face important barriers. In this paper
we present edge microclouds deployed on local servers and an
implementation using containers for service provision. We show
how the adopted container approach facilitates the users to create
and share services at the network edge. With the presented
approach, third parties can deploy more tailored and customized
services at the network edge, enabling to better fulfill specific local
needs and constraints. It is also an opportunity for building cloud-
based service provision with a pool of local resource-constraint
edge devices.
Index Terms—edge cloud computing; community clouds;
I. INTRODUCTION
The Fog [4][25] and Edge Computing [20] approaches
extend the classic cloud architecture, which considers cloud
computing services to run in large data centers. In edge cloud
computing, by placing computing devices at the network edge,
an additional infrastructure layer is added to the system model.
As part of a cloud service, on these edge devices, specific
functions are performed leveraging their closeness to the users
or the data source.
Edge computing builds upon the advantages of cloud com-
puting, but extends the traditional cloud services with the
capacities of local processing. Edge computing solutions are
already operational in many industrial and consumer-oriented
scenarios, covering major application domains [13][15][12].
While we can observe large industrial players to contribute to
open platforms [9], many of the solutions currently in the mar-
ket are based on proprietary hardware and software platforms,
making service extensions by external service providers and
the interoperability with third-party services difficult.
Mobile cloud computing also integrates the edge computing
approach [22]. In mobile cloud computing an additional in-
frastructure layer between the client and the data center cloud
infrastructure is proposed, located at the base stations of the
mobile phone operators. One important approach termed as
application offloading has the purpose to off-load tasks and
data from mobile applications to cloud infrastructures when
the computing and memory demands cannot be met locally
on the mobile device, leveraging also other wireless networks
as alternative to the cellular network [14].
In this paper we consider a different edge computing model
in which, by contrast to the above approaches, the users of
edge services are enabled to collaborate and actively partici-
pate in the service provision, and contribute to sustain edge
microclouds.
The cloud infrastructure of the presented case is located
at the network edge and most devices that contribute to the
resource pool are at the premises of the users or in installations
of municipalities. The aim is a cloud which is formed by user-
provided computing and communication resources to allow
providing services of local interest. The software platform
installed on these devices is open and can be extended with
additional services by the participants. While the user can
continue to access through the edge device the traditional
cloud services, the collaboration and contributions among user
devices enable a new horizontal layer of pooled edge resources
and services, which we consider a microcloud.
The case we present is based on a real deployment of such
microclouds in a collaborative community cloud in Guifi.net1.
Guifi.net is a community network located in Spain, with a
strong presence in the area of Barcelona. With more than
30.000 nodes and tens of thousands of users, it can be consid-
ered the largest community network worldwide. Microclouds
have started to become operational in Guifi in 2015.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section II
we review several approaches for edge computing. Then in
section III we position the concept of edge microclouds. We
report in section IV the case study of a deployed microcloud
in the Guifi community network. In Section V we show
how local services are deployed. Section VI discusses some
issues of these microclouds based on the experiences gained.
Section VII summarizes our conclusions.
1https://guifi.net/
II. EDGE COMPUTING STRANDS
A. Centralized edge computing architectures
Edge and fog computing migrate cloud computing to the
edge of the network, where lower-capacity nodes closer to
the data source assist centralized cloud services [24]. These
nodes at the network edge are part of a larger centralized cloud
service. They can perform, for instance, initial data processing
tasks for an Internet of Things (IoT) application [5]. Thus, we
can consider that this model of centralized edge cloud services
for processing data from edge sources consists in connecting,
through the Internet, lightweight edge computing devices to
centralized cloud data centers. In the data centers, the mass of
data collected from IoT devices is processed and stored. This
model is implemented by several big IoT players (Amazon2,
Microsoft3, Dell4, Intel5, IBM6, Redhat7, etc.).
The vendor platforms used in this scenario are often rigid
regarding their service provision flexibility, due to using closed
platforms, which do not support extending the functions of the
edge node by third-party services.
B. Container-based fog computing
Important initial works on fog computing were produced by
networking hardware vendors [6]. Fog computing aims to be
deployed on Customer-premises equipment (CPE), i.e. devices
located in the households of the customers. Home routers
and set-top-boxes were foreseen to carry other additional
services beyond the basic network services, which telecom
operators would then offer to end users. A study on how such
advanced home gateways would extend home services was
presented [26]. Users in this scenarios however act only as
mere consumers, without any active participation.
A slightly more open approach is proposed in the fog com-
puting scenario of Paradrop [27], where third-party reposito-
ries are introduced to download services from, and services are
launched in Linux Containers (LXC), enabled in OpenWRT-
based home routers.
In [17] container-based services are proposed for Single-
Board-Computers used as gateways to conduct data processing
at the edge. While with containers it is achieved to orchestrate
services in a resource-constrained device, this work proposes
a vertical architecture between the gateway and the data center
cloud. There is no sharing of service between gateways.
C. Decentralized edge computing applications
Distributed services are a key enabler for decentralized
platforms that exploit edge resources. A well know example










demonstrated with millions of users the successful usage of
edge resources. Almost always, however, P2P applications are
very specific, e.g. file sharing, and cannot be adapted easily to
other purposes, or extended to the provision of other services.
A generalization of P2P computing applications was sug-
gested in [10]. In that work it was proposed within the context
of edge computing that the users become part of edge cloud
computing services and participate in the provided service.
D. Centralized distributed edge computing
Not only P2P file sharing, but also volunteer computing
approaches have successfully exploited the idea of using
distributed edge resources. In these approaches, a central-
ized component distributes work to voluntarily participating
edge nodes. Early distributed voluntary computing initiatives
were for instance SETI@Home [2] BOINC [1] and Fold-
ing@home [3]. These initiatives were driven by use cases
which motivated the contributions of users, such as supporting
the progress of biomedical and astrophysical research.
At the beginning of volunteer computing, desktop comput-
ers at the contributors’ homes were the most used infrastruc-
ture. Volunteer computing however has evolved along with
the evolution of hardware and technology, such that nowadays
BOINC clients are available as smartphone apps, e.g. [23],
and smartphone vendors have started supporting the idea of
enabling users to contribute with mobile devices to the fields
of medicine, science and environmental causes [11].
In volunteer computing platforms, the owner of the edge
node need to install a client application to participate in the
platform. We observe that edge nodes do not share services
with each other but only with the central node. We also note
that clients can perform the computation (often performing
data analysis) only for the specific projects that they are
subscribed to. Therefore, it is a use case which does not
require from the software at the edge device any flexibility
for performing other tasks.
E. Personal cloud services
Personal cloud services are another tool which enables end
users to host services at the network edge. Several platform
have appeared to support the creation of personal cloud
services in different ways:
The Sandstorm tool [18] enables users to install local
services from a kind of appstore with a few clicks. Services
created by Sandstorm, however, target at personal use and are
not meant to be shared with a community.
YunoHost [28] is a Debian-based distribution to facilitate
end users the self-hosting of applications on local computers.
The supported applications in YunoHost consist of a list of
core applications and an extensible list of third-party provided
applications. The platform mainly targets at providing personal
cloud services deployed on single devices.
A data storage device is presented by Minebox [16].
Minebox is a hardware and software system for home users
described as a data storage box to provide personal files
against hardware failure, accidental deletion or cyberattacks.
It leverages a peer-to-peer cloud storage network to which
each Minebox becomes connected and which is secured by a
blockchain. Minebox also offers a set of plugins for all major
open source applications, which allows the user to extend a
Minebox system with personal cloud services.
Nuvlabox [21] is another commercial product which devel-
ops the edge computing case targeting at personal services for
home users. The Nuvlabox is a powerful small form factor PC
to be installed at the users’ homes to enable them performing
local application deployments easily. It is connected to a
remote data center from which it polls application images,
which then are installed locally through an intuitive user
interface.
III. THE PROPOSITION OF EDGE MICROCLOUDS
While the above described systems and flexible container-
based services in local computing devices can be considered
state-of-the-art of personal cloud service provision, they can
only perform until reaching the limit of the computing capacity
of that gateway, but then will exhibit the problems of the
centralized edge architectures needing to rely on the elasticity
of remote data center resources to scale.
Different to the above described platforms, edge micro-
clouds leverage the resources of other edge devices, and
therefore can inherit the characteristics of cloud computing,
like elastic resource and service availability, while microclouds
are still located at the network edge.
Microclouds differ from the previously described edge cloud
architectures regarding the pool of resources and services that
are used. While, from a traditional cloud service provider
perspective, edge computing infrastructure is mainly a re-
source that extends the capabilities of a data center based
cloud service, in microclouds, the cloud resource pool for
service provision are mainly the spare resources of distributed
edge devices (even if it can extend towards data center cloud
services to improve the edge service performance, e.g. for
improved resilience). The collaborative element between users
consists in resource donations, willingness to host distributed
services, and active provision of services with the community
of users in the microcloud.
Figure 1 illustrates the microcloud concept. To built these
collaborative edge clouds, communication and computing de-
vices at the network edge are leveraged. Different hardware
device classes available at the network edge can become a
microcloud resource. Mid-capacity servers may be found at
municipalities and local acpSME. Low-capacity PCs or Single-
board Computers (SBCs) are more and more used in domestic
environments. High-end home gateways and routers to connect
to the ISP can nowadays be chosen with important computing
capabilities. Different to data center clouds, however, such
edge microclouds will be distributed and heterogeneous in
hardware, software, operational policies and administrative
domains.
The services in these microclouds need to target the require-
ments of the community of the users they are to serve, so as to
encourage contribution and participation by the users. Services
enabled by these collaborative clouds should aim for new
applications or customizations, and exploit the complementary
element to traditional cloud services.
Fig. 1. Microclouds at the network edge.
IV. MICROCLOUDS IN GUIFI.NET
A. Case study description
The edge microcloud we present as case a study is a com-
munity cloud deployed in the Guifi.net community network.
Community networks are IP-based communication infrastruc-
ture which are built, owned and operated by local communities
of citizens. While the original motivations of most community
networks can be found in the need of their users to have
Internet access, some community networks have also started to
focus on the provision of local services within their network.
Such a collaborative edge cloud service provision, which
we can observe in community network clouds and report in
this paper materializes microclouds, and is an alternative for
how edge computing services can be created, managed and
governed.
The Guifi.net community cloud consists of distributed het-
erogeneous computing devices contributed by the network
participants. Often, these are inexpensive devices that can
be classified as mini-PCs targeting home server applications.
Such devices have low energy consumption to operate in a
24/7 mode.
The software system that runs on the devices is the Cloudy
software [19], which is based on Debian Linux. Cloudy runs a
set of common basic services provided in order to interconnect
the devices and services forming part of the community cloud.
The devices of this edge community cloud are geograph-
ically distributed, since most of the contributed devices are
located at the premises of the users (e.g. inside the home,
garage, storage or service rooms in buildings). In addition,
some (more powerful) hardware is located at municipality
installations together with other city infrastructures (e.g. local
data-centers, warehouses, street cabinets).
The Guifi.net community cloud has started to become
operational in 2015. Nowadays, there are around 30 devices
connected to the community cloud8, and there are more than
50 users subscribed to the two mailing list, one for users9 and
the other for developers10.
B. Microcloud software platform
Users of the Guifi.net community cloud are expected to
install the Cloudy distribution on the contributed cloud nodes.
Making Cloudy the default system for community network
clouds ensures homogeneity in terms of a basic set of common
services, which are needed for every participant to join and
interact in the community cloud.
Figure 2 shows the web user interface after installation of
Cloudy at the user’s device. The Cloudy distribution provides a
set of service categories, grouped as Search, network services
of Guifi.net, Community cloud, Personal cloud and Enterprise
cloud.
Fig. 2. Cloudy Web user interface.
In Cloudy we have recently switched to Docker as tech-
nology to enable the support for service personalization and
customized service deployments. Docker has gained strong
interest from research and industry, and major industries
promote container technology for cloud computing [7].
Docker is based on the Linux container system, which
is a lightweight virtualization technology. The virtualization
layer considered is in the OS-Level, where the host kernel is
shared between containers and the host system. This makes
the processing of each container isolated from each other and
achieves service performance as in bare-metal execution.
Moreover, it allows services to be easily shared and dis-
tributed across the network, with simple configuration com-
mands and by building images of sets of applications, libraries
and other files. Docker has created its own repository for user
containers11, the Docker Hub, allowing users to fetch images
and build them on their own node.
8The current number of Cloudy instances can be seen through a pub-





C. Hardware for edge microclouds
Cloudy should be installable on any kind of domestic com-
puting devices, which then can become part of the community
network cloud. Figure 3 shows at the left side a typical node
deployed in the Guifi community cloud. This device from
Minix12 comes with a low energy consuming Intel Z3735F
(64-bit) processor, 2 GB of RAM and 32 GB of internal
storage. Over the USB port, additional storage capacity can
be added by the user. Cloudy has been tested and installed
on desktop PCs, mini-PCs, as well as on low-resource single-
board-computers (SBCs) such as RaspberryPi13.
On the right side of Figure 3, we can see an example of a
high-end home router14, with not only connects the user to the
optical fiber of the ISP, but also has computing capabilities at
the level of SBCs. It is shipped with the OpenWRT operating
system and is able to run services in LXCs.
Fig. 3. Example of devices in the edge community cloud.
V. LOCAL SERVICES IN MICROCLOUDS
A. Service provision management
Cloudy is operated by end users with different levels of tech-
nical skills. Therefore, an important requirement for Docker in
Cloudy is that the integration of the control and configuration
of Docker is such that the average end-user is able to install
and run applications through Docker containers. The approach
we followed is to hide the technical complexity of the Docker
usage behind graphical web interfaces in Cloudy, more suit-
able for being managed by end users. In Cloudy, Docker is
integrated in the GUI in the Enterprise cloud service category,
where the user can enable (install) Docker images with a single
click through the web browser.
B. Service deployment
In order to show the service deployment in this community
cloud from the user perspective, we consider the scenario when
a Cloudy user is willing to install and run an application in
its Cloudy node and publish it to the other Cloudy users.
12http://www.minix.com.hk/Products/MINIX-NEO-Z64-ANDROID-TV.
html
13see boards and guides in http://wiki.clommunity-project/howto
14https://omnia.turris.cz/en/
The steps which the user has to conduct are installing and
deploying the Docker container of the application in Cloudy
and publishing this new application. Thus it will become
known to the other Cloudy users. In the following we conduct
the experiment to show these features.
The steps to deploy an existing container-based service is
described for the case of the Kanban application. Kanban is a
project management application which is available as a Docker
image.
1) Select the application: In the Docker sub-menu under
the Enterprise cloud tab in Cloudy, the user can find
a list of pre-configured applications available that can
be started as Docker containers. These applications can
be installed and un-installed with a click on the web
interface.
2) Deploy the application: One of the pre-installed services
is Kanban, a web-based open-source project manage-
ment application. Once the Cloudy user clicks on the
install button, the container-based service is almost
instantaneously created, and Kanban is ready to use,
through its web interface, on a specific port.
C. Search for published services
The services deployed as Docker containers through the
Cloudy web interface can be kept private for personal use
or made public. In the latter case, they will be found by the
search service running at other Cloudy instances. Publishing
an application and, as a consequence, making it discoverable,
is a first step to share an application among users.
When users want to make their application public, they
activate this option by clicking the appropriate button in the
Publish column. This step makes the Serf daemon in Cloudy
to add the information about this new application in the regular
exchange messages it gossips with other Cloudy nodes.
Figure 4 shows how a Cloudy user using the Search service
finds the Mosquitto and Kanban applications deployed as
Docker containers in the cloud, which are shared by their
owners with the community.
Fig. 4. A Cloudy user finds services publishes as Docker-based applications.
With the deployed Kanban application found, the user
accesses the application by simply clicking on the Enter App
button, which opens in the browser the Kanban login page.
Figure 5 shows the accessed Kanban application which is
ready to be used.
Fig. 5. Accessing the Kanban application deployed as Docker container in
Cloudy.
VI. DISCUSSION
Based on the results and experiences gained, we highlight
in the following some issues to further address in order to
consolidate the technical performance and sustainability of
these edge microclouds.
A. Container-based service provision in microclouds
The usefulness of the services in microclouds is key for mo-
tivating users and encourage volunteer activity. While commer-
cial players are increasing their service offer leveraging edge
computing, microclouds need to differentiate by identifying
services which benefit from the horizontal sharing of resources
among users, a model not yet implemented by commercial
providers.
Such services may include machine learning for data ana-
lytics, which nowadays is mostly done at cloud data centers.
The increase of IoT data generation at the network edge,
however, will also create the need to perform local analytics at
the edge. Microclouds may serve as infrastructures to extend
the capabilities of single edge devices to conduct such tasks.
Security and privacy requirements for IoT will be use cases
which can benefit from local data analytics support.
In the presented microclouds, Cloudy was used to de-
ploy applications provided as single Docker containers. More
complex applications, i.e. composed of a set of containers
with dependencies among each other, should be supported
next. In order to address these issues, we are in the process
of integrating Docker Compose in Cloudy as the tool for
deploying such applications.
B. Microcloud sustainability
Enabling commercial services is a promising approach to
create an ecosystem around edge microclouds. The IoT domain
has created many use cases that target to work with edge
clouds [20]. To engage commercial players, the capability to
deploy value-added services, often composed of several inter-
acting components, is a requirement. Cloudy nodes participat-
ing in an edge microcloud infrastructure should therefore have
the possibility to support commercial service deployments.
In the current Cloudy system, commercial applications
would be deployed as Docker containers. The deployment
is within a multi-tenant environment, where Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE) and Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for
determined applications will need to be guaranteed. In [8]
it is investigated how community gateway resources can be
shared for private and community use. Further work in this
line should be undertaken to understand the mechanisms
needed for controlling the interplay of private, community and
enterprise applications co-existing on edge devices.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Edge microclouds are a decentralized form of edge com-
puting which proposes an open flexible platform pooling
together resources from the network edge for edge-based
service provision. Edge device capabilities are extended by
microclouds, providing thus the potential for scalable tailored
services operated at the network edge.
The presented microclouds take advantage of the recent
trend towards container-based service provision, and integrate
this technology into the Cloudy platform. The integration of
Docker in Cloudy, accessible through a web Graphical User
Interface (GUI), has achieved hiding the technical complexity
of container-based services and has made a step forward in
bringing Docker usage to the reach of end users.
Suggested directions for future work include a deeper
integration of Docker tools to enable complex application de-
ployments. For the sustainability of microclouds, the definition
of an ecosystem that coordinates volunteer contributions and
commercial service provision is needed. While microclouds
improve the resource elasticity of edge devices, optimization
mechanisms will need to be developed to achieve QoE and
SLAs in the ultimately resource-constrained microclouds.
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